Fingerprints of Bonding Motifs in DNA Duplexes of Adenine and Thymine Revealed from Circular Dichroism: Synchrotron Radiation Experiments and TDDFT Calculations
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Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) spectra were recorded for a family of 12 DNA duplexes that all contain nine adenines (A) and nine thymines (T) in each strand but in different combinations. The total number of AT Watson–Crick (WC) base pairs is constant (18), but the number of cross-strand (CS) hydrogen bonds between A and T varies between 0 and 16, the maximum possible. Eleven of the duplexes have one or more A tracts, and one duplex has T tracts. The signals due to hybridization were found from subtraction of spectra of single strands from spectra of the duplexes. The residual spectrum of the T-tract duplex T₉A₉·A₉T₉ (5′-3′:3′-5′) significantly differs from that of the A-tract duplex A₉T₉·T₉A₉, but only below 210 nm, which suggests that the signal in this region depends on the superhelicity of the duplex. A principal component analysis of all residual spectra reveals that spectra of A-tract duplexes can be obtained to a good approximation as a linear combination of just two basis spectra. The first component is assigned to the spectrum of 18 WC and 8 CS pairs, whereas the second component is that of 8 CS pairs. This interpretation is supported by separate experiments on duplexes of varying lengths but with similar arrangements of the A and T’s and by experiments on two other duplex families of 14 and 30 base pairs. The best correlation is obtained by the assumption that cross-strand interactions occur as long as there are two adenine neighbors in a strand. Our data indicate that a circular dichroism spectrum of a duplex containing only A and T can simply be inferred from the number of WC base pairs and the number of CS interactions, and we provide reference spectra for these two interactions. Finally, time dependent density functional theory calculations of the circular dichroism spectra for an isolated WC base pair and two different CS base pairs (between adenine N-6 amine and thymine O-4 or between adenine C-2-H and thymine O-2) were performed to provide some additional support for the interpretation of the experimental spectra. We find large differences between the two calculated CS spectra. However, there is a reasonable qualitative agreement between the calculated WC and the C-2-H⋯O-2 CS spectra and those deduced from the experimental data.

Introduction

Long runs of AₙTₙ (5′-3′:3′-5′), so-called A tracts, in DNA play significant roles in dictating both the translational and rotational positioning of DNA on nucleosomes. This is linked to the structural features of such DNA sequences that are different from other B-type DNA.¹⁻²² A tracts exhibit 10.1 ± 0.1 base pairs (bp) per turn in contrast to 10.5 bp per turn found for random DNA and alternating (AT):AₙTₙ sequences, and the axial rise of the helix is less than that found for other DNA fibers (3.2 Å versus 3.4 Å).¹⁻³ This larger conformational rigidity of AₙTₙ regions has been explained from an unusual structure of the base pairs. They are propeller twisted to stack optimally, which allows for the formation of additional, non-Watson–Crick, cross-strand (CS) interactions.⁵,⁶,¹⁷,¹⁹,²¹,²² Figure 1 illustrates representative cases of the WC bond and different CS bonds, taken from a real oligomer that is reported in the Supporting Information (Figure S1). A CS interaction occurs between an adenine N-6 amine and the thymine O-4 on the opposite strand of a helix in the adjacent base pair.⁵,⁶,¹⁷ or between the electropositive C-2-H group (O-6) of adenine and thymine O-2.²¹,²² CS bonds stiffen the helix to a point where it resists winding around a nucleosome.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a powerful method to obtain information on the conformation of DNA because the geometric structure of DNA largely determines its electronic structure and the coupling between bases.²⁴⁻²⁷ Especially, vacuum ultraviolet CD has been shown to provide useful information additional to that from UV CD.²⁸⁻³¹ Such experiments are nontrivial due to the strong absorbance of light below 200 nm by air and water itself. This problem is largely overcome with synchrotron radiation facilities that deliver high fluxes of VUV light.³²⁻⁴⁰
CD spectral differences between poly(A):poly(T) and poly-(A:T) have earlier been reported and have been ascribed to the different arrangements of bases as described above. To further explore these differences in a systematic manner, we have recorded synchrotron radiation CD spectra for different families of AT duplexes. In one set of experiments, the duplexes chosen for study all had 18 AT base pairs, and each strand was composed of nine adenines and nine thymines. The arrangement of A and T in a strand was varied to shed light on the dependence of sequence on the CD signal and in this way unravel the importance of Watson–Crick (WC) and cross-strand (CS) couplings, determining the stiffness of the strand. The base pair coupling was further elucidated by studies of duplex families with 14 and 30 base pairs. Finally, the influence of the length of the duplex in the range 14–54 base pairs was investigated for similar arrangements of adenine and thymine. The data allow us to extract fingerprint spectra of AT WC and CS base pairs. These spectra are compared to those obtained for similar arrangements of adenine and thymine.

Experimental Details

DNA single strands were purchased from DNA Technology A/S, Aarhus. To form duplexes with 14, 18, and 30 base pairs, these single strands were used: A7T7, (AT)2A3T3, A1T8AT, A4(TA)3T4, A3(TA)2T5, and (AT)5; A8T9, T5A9, A7T9A2, T2A9T7, A3T9A3, T1A9T10, A6T10(AT)10, (AT)11A11T11, A12T12A12T12, A12T12A12T12, and (AT)15; A15T15, A8T8A8T8, A7T7A7T7, and (AT)100. Known amounts of the strands were dissolved in either water or 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) + 100 mM NaF. Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) spectra were obtained at the UV1 beamline at the ASTRID storage ring facility in Aarhus, Denmark. At the beginning of each filling the setup was calibrated for wavelength and optical rotation magnitude. Spectra were recorded at 20 °C and measured using a quartz cell type QS124 with a path length of 0.1 mm (Hellma GmbH, Germany), and for temperature scans a 0.1-mm closed cell was used. All the spectra were averaged, baseline subtracted, and slightly smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter using the CD data processing software CDTool.

Computational Details

Electronic circular dichroism calculations have been performed within the TDDFT framework using a recently developed scheme based on a real-space pseudopotential representation of the wave functions and Hamiltonian, and a real-time propagation of the Kohn–Sham orbitals. In this approach the circular dichroism signal is obtained by probing the magnetization of the system perturbed by an electric field. An extra term related to the nonlocal pseudopotentials is taken into account in order to guarantee the gauge invariance of the results. The absorption spectrum can be obtained on the same footing, by probing the time dependent dipole moments of the system as described by Yabana and Bertsch. The full derivation and details of the method were recently reported, along with successful applications of this new methodology to some organic chiral molecules.

For all the calculations, we have used the code octopus. Norm conserving pseudopotentials were employed to describe the electron–ion interaction. The exchange and correlation functional was treated at the level of the local density approximation (LDA) in the Perdew–Zunger parametrization. The use of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) corrections does not significantly change the results discussed below.

The computational grid was constructed with overlapping spheres centered at each atom. The grid spacing was 0.2 Å, and the radius of each sphere was 5.0 Å. For all the calculations, we have used the code octopus. Norm conserving pseudopotentials were employed to describe the electron–ion interaction. The exchange and correlation functional was treated at the level of the local density approximation (LDA) in the Perdew–Zunger parametrization. The use of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) corrections does not significantly change the results discussed below.

The computational grid was constructed with overlapping spheres centered at each atom. The grid spacing was 0.2 Å, and the radius of each sphere was 5.0 Å. For all the calculations, we have used the code octopus. Norm conserving pseudopotentials were employed to describe the electron–ion interaction. The exchange and correlation functional was treated at the level of the local density approximation (LDA) in the Perdew–Zunger parametrization. The use of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) corrections does not significantly change the results discussed below.

The computational grid was constructed with overlapping spheres centered at each atom. The grid spacing was 0.2 Å, and the radius of each sphere was 5.0 Å. For all the calculations, we have used the code octopus. Norm conserving pseudopotentials were employed to describe the electron–ion interaction. The exchange and correlation functional was treated at the level of the local density approximation (LDA) in the Perdew–Zunger parametrization. The use of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) corrections does not significantly change the results discussed below.
rotational strength function presents a very good qualitative agreement with the experimental signal for what concerns the sign, the spectral shape, and the relative positions of the excitation energies. In particular, the first broad band at ~260 nm and the rise of the CD signal at lower wavelength with the appearance of a positive peak at ~230 nm are well reproduced, although the double-peak fine structure is not resolved for the latter. Also, the two negative peaks below 200 nm are nicely reproduced. It should be mentioned, however, that a rigid blue shift by 30 nm has been applied to the whole calculated spectrum to have the good superposition in Figure 2. Such a numerical discrepancy of the computed excitation energies relative to the experimental data is a well-known shortcoming of the available and widely used exchange-correlation functionals in DFT-based approaches, which normally (as in the present work) lack the exact 1/r tail in the effective potential and do not cancel self-interaction effects. Indeed, by using a functional that includes the 1/r tail, improved results may be obtained, yet not in quantitative agreement with experimental data. Anyway, in spite of the systematic red shift of the theoretical spectrum, the relative excitation energies are well reproduced, as well as the relative intensities. Overall, the method satisfactorily reproduces all the main experimental features for the adenosine molecule, even in the low-wavelength range of the spectrum that compared to high energies is usually the most critical for DFT-based approaches. We remark that an additional source of errors is the lack of the solvent in our calculations: in fact, solvation is expected to shift the TDDFT excitation peaks. This issue pertains to all the systems simulated in this study.

Results and Discussion

Absorption spectra of four single strands, A9T9, A7T9A2, T2A9T7, and (AT)9, in water solution are shown as representative examples in Figure 3a. The concentrations of the samples were obtained from the experimental absorbances at 260 nm and those calculated using an empirical model with nearest neighbor interactions included. We then used Lambert–Beer’s law to calculate the extinction coefficients at all other wavelengths from the measured absorbances and the estimated concentrations. The spectra are almost identical, not depending on the particular sequence, and have the strongest signal in the UUV. The absorbance at 190 nm of a single adenine base is split into two due to exciton coupling. The character of the different bands in the UV has been discussed in large detail in the literature and will not be further commented upon here.

The absorption spectra of stacked AA and AT dinucleotides calculated by TDDFT are shown in Figure 3b. The two spectra are similar, in reasonably good agreement with the experimental spectra for the measured single-stranded AT oligomers (Figure 3a). We notice the usual general red shift of the bands, which amounts to about 10–15 nm at the highest wavelengths. The oscillator strength of the lowest wavelength band is predicted to be too high relative to the other bands.

Figure 4 displays the circular dichroism spectra of A9T9 in water, in the buffer + salt solution, and in the buffer + salt solution heated to 80 °C. This strand can pair with itself to give a homoduplex since it is self-complementary, but in solutions of water with no salt added, we assume no complexation of single strands since this is prohibited by the Coulomb repulsion between the negatively charged phosphate groups of the individual strands. In the salt solution, on the other hand, hybridization occurred as revealed from differences in the signal compared to the single-strand signal. Heating of the solution to 80 °C led to a melting of the duplex to recover the signal from the single strands but in lower intensity. Spectra of A7T9A2 and T7A9T2 in water and in the buffer + salt solution are shown in Figure 4b together with the spectrum of the mixture in buffer + salt solution heated to 80 °C. Again clear differences between single-strand spectra (either in pure water or at high temperature) and the spectrum of the mixture at 20 °C are seen, which are ascribed to hybridization. A last example is (AT)9 that is self-complementary, but dimerization to a homoduplex is only seen in the salt solution (Figure 4c). Heating of the salt solution gives the signal of the single strand, except at the lowest wavelengths, which indicates that the single-strand structure is not completely recovered.
To obtain CD spectra due to hybridization between two single strands, spectra of single strands (recorded in water) were subtracted from the spectra of the double strands (recorded in buffer + NaF). In this way, we obtained 12 residual duplex spectra (Figure 5). It is evident that there are clear differences between the residual signals, especially in the region from about 210 to 255 nm. For example, (AT)$_n$(TA)$_n$ (red curve) displays a negative band at 218 nm and close to zero signal in the 225–250-nm region, whereas A$_9$T$_9$:T$_9$A$_9$ (navy curve) has slightly positive signal between 210 and 225 nm and a strong negative band at 248 nm. These findings are in qualitative accordance with previously published residual spectra by other groups.$^{41-45}$ They indicate that not only base pairing determines the signal but also the actual sequence, that is, the order of the adenines and thymines in a given strand.

Another interesting finding is that the residual spectrum of A$_9$T$_9$:T$_9$A$_9$ (5′-3′;3′-5′) is almost identical to that of T$_9$A$_9$:A$_9$T$_9$ above 210 nm, which indicates that this spectral region accounts for the local cross-strand interactions. In contrast, the spectra are completely different below 210 nm, which is probably due to different superhelicities of the two duplexes. For comparison, DNA containing repeats of A$_4$T$_4$ is bent whereas DNA containing repeats of T$_4$A$_4$ is straight.$^{63,64}$

In order to explore the results in a mathematically more rigorous treatment, we have carried out a principal component analysis (PCA) using all 12 residual spectra as original basis set. The first three principal components ($\Phi_1$, $\Phi_2$, and $\Phi_3$) of the new basis set are shown in Figure 6. The contribution $c_1$ of the first spectrum ($\Phi_1$) to each of the duplex spectra is the same (Figure 7a). The next component ($\Phi_2$) from the PCA of the 18-bp duplex depends linearly on the number of cross-strand linkages, $n$, but its contribution $c_2$ is negative when this number is low (e.g., in the case of the (AT)$_n$(TA)$_n$ duplex where $n = 0$). The line crosses zero at about eight CS linkages, which is half of the maximum possible. This is evident from Figure 7b, where the contribution from $\Phi_2$ is plotted against $n - 8$. These findings suggest that $\Phi_2$ represents the spectrum of eight CS base pairs and $\Phi_1$ that of 18 WC base pairs plus eight CS base pairs. The contribution from the third component, $\Phi_3$, scatters around zero (Figure 7c) and is neglected since the spectrum itself is significantly lower in intensity than both $\Phi_1$ and $\Phi_2$.

We carried out experiments on other duplexes with 14 and 30 base pairs for the sake of reproducibility. The results confirm the trends obtained with the prominent case of 18 base pairs (see Supporting Information, Figures S2 and S3).

If the interpretation of the first component is valid, the signal represented by the coefficient $c_1$ should increase linearly with the strand length, $N$, keeping the number of cross-strand interactions equal to half of the maximum possible, $(N - 2)/2$. We therefore carried out experiments on duplexes of the type A$_i$(TA)$_{N-1}$T$_i$ with $i = 4$, 8, 10, 12, and 14. The residual spectra for these compounds are shown in Figure 8a. The signals look identical except for a scaling factor, and the lowest and highest signals correspond to the shortest and longest strands, respectively. We have then done a PCA with these eight spectra as the original basis and find that the first component is identical to the one found for the 18-bp duplexes (this is shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S4). Importantly, the $c_1$ coefficient increases linearly with the number of bases in the strand (Figure 8b), justifying the above assignment of the first component.

In our analysis, we have counted all possible cross-strand hydrogen bonds, neglecting cooperative effects. It is possible that more than two successive adenines in a strand are required for the CS interactions to be present. The data for $N = 18$
duplexes are well-described by taking this number to be three and four (Supporting Information, Figure S5). The data for \( N = 30 \) duplexes are less well described with three as the minimum number compared to two, and they are poorly described with four (Supporting Information, Figure S6). Taken together, the best correlation is obtained when counting all possible cross-strand interactions.

Based on the principal components and their interpretation, we can extract basis spectra for a Watson–Crick base pair and a cross-strand hydrogen bond extracted from the two principal components.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** (a) Residual spectra obtained as the difference between the duplex spectra and the spectra of single strands of the type \( A(TA)_n(T) \). The total number of WC base pairs \( N = (4i - 2) \) is indicated on the figure. (b) Contribution of the first principal component as a function of \( N \).

The WC base pair was constructed with a nucleic acid builder, while the two CS structures were extracted from X-ray experimental data on different double-stranded DNAs containing A tracts. The first one, which has an \((\text{Ade})C-2-(\text{Thy})O-2\) H-bonding, was taken from the pdb file 1d89. The second one, which has an \((\text{Ade})N6-(\text{Thy})O4\) H-bonding, was taken from the pdb file 1bdn. As in the case of the isolated adenosine of Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, sugars have been included in the calculations, while the phosphates were neglected.

The calculated spectra are shown in Figure 10. Since no ad hoc blue shift was applied to the computed data, we clearly see a red shift of the theoretical peaks with respect to the experimental peaks, whose origin was discussed above. Apart from this red shift at the highest wavelength, we find a qualitative agreement between the shape of the computed spectra and that of the experimental signals, for both the WC (solid blue) and the CS (C2−O2) (dotted/dashed red) pairs. At high wavelengths the WC spectrum displays a negative band at 300 nm followed by a positive band at 280 nm. The CS (C2−O2) spectrum has two negative bands at 295 and 265 nm. The corresponding values for the experimental spectra are 270 and 255 nm for the negative and positive bands of the WC pair, and 270 and 245 nm for the two negative bands of the CS configuration. Moreover, we observe that at lower wavelengths the WC and CS spectra display peaks of opposite sign, as was also observed in the experiment. The calculated CS (N6−O4) spectrum has a totally different shape and does not present any agreement with the experimental CS spectrum of Figure 9.

While we have shown here a nice qualitative agreement between the experimental data and the computed CD spectra, it is important to remark that the account of structural fluctuations should be the next step in order to get a quantitative agreement between calculations and experiments. The measured CD spectra reasonably result from a variety of conformations that the soft molecules take during the experimental measurement, which cannot be represented by just one or two selected structures. However, the ab initio CD calculations for the selected configurations are already able to describe the main experimental features of WC and CS AT pairs. This is a major achievement that reinforces the experimental analysis and contributes to validating our approach. In addition, our results strongly suggest identifying the CS bonds as \((\text{Ade})C-2-(\text{Thy})O-2\) rather than as \((\text{Ade})N6-(\text{Thy})O-4\), which would not be possible based on the experiments alone.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, two basis spectra are to a good approximation sufficient to calculate the residual CD spectrum of a DNA...
duplex of adenine and thymine with one or more A tracts, with the first component being due to base pairing and the second due to cross-strand pairing. The best description of the data is obtained by assuming a signal contribution from cross-strand interactions that arise when there are at least two successive adenines in one strand. TDDFT calculations lend support for the spectral assignment of the two components being due to WC and CS base pairing and indicate that the CS is adenine C-2-H—O—2 thymine rather than adenine N-6—O-4 thymine. Our data show that it is possible to distinguish between A and T tracts in the VUV region.
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